APPLICATION BRIEF

BIZTOOLS®
FOR INDOOR & ADA SIGNS
Expand your signage offerings and boost profits!

Demand for quality indoor signs is soaring.
More and more, state and federal laws
are mandating Americans with Disability
Act (ADA) signage, directional signage and
pictograms for the visually impaired.
To meet the demand for ADA compliant
signs in public buildings, hospitals, and
government ofﬁces, Roland has created a
BizTools for Indoor and ADA Signs. These
optional components are provided by
Roland authorized dealers and include an
indoor/ADA display kit, ADA compliant
software, and the patented RasterTM
Braille Pen Starter Kit. Together these
components will transform your business
into a one-stop-shop for indoor and ADA

compliant signage. You will be able to
easily produce, replace and update signs
with different colors, shapes, sizes and
background materials.
With ISO quality certiﬁcation, Roland EGX
engravers have earned an international
reputation for reliable performance and
precision results. As part of this complete
indoor and ADA signage solution they
are specially designed to help sign
shops proﬁt from the lucrative indoor
signage market.
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Roland EGX Engravers
Every indoor signage solution should begin with a Roland EGX engraver. Loaded with power,
each one is professionally engineered to expand your business with a host of profitable
applications. These desktop devices give your signs an upscale look while meeting all ADA
regulations. They can produce tamper resistant signs with inlaid graphics and informational
signs such as fire exits and building layout diagrams that can easily be color filled. Perfect for
hotels, hospitals, restaurants, apartments, offices and more!

EGX Engravers

Tim Jasper, president of High Desert Laser Graphics, uses the EGX-400 engraver, EngraveLab
software and Accent Signage Systems’ Raster Braille system to produce ADA compliant Braille
domes and raised tactile signs. “This equipment has dramatically expanded our indoor
signage offerings,” said Jasper. “We have done work for three different hospitals, schools,
hotels and government buildings, making ADA signage for new construction and remodels.”

Roland Bundled Engraving Software
Roland EGX Engravers come with powerful, easy-to-use software for creating everything
from stunning indoor signs to personalized gifts and awards. Both Dr. Engrave and
Engrave StudioTM offer a wide variety of TrueType fonts, making it easy to wrap text around
an arched line or the contours of your design. They also convert TrueType fonts into single
line fonts for optimal engraving.

Optional ADA Compliant Software
Bundled Engraving Software

Choose your favorite professional ADA compliant software! Two of the most popular are
EngraveLabTM and FlexiEngraveTM. Both are excellent for generating Braille for ADA signage and
tracing raster-to-vector images. These powerful design and production software packages are
loaded with all the right tools for indoor and ADA signage. They include numerous import filters,
fonts with WYSIWIG text composition, engraving fonts, a huge clipart library, and much more.

Optional Indoor Signage Display & Materials Starter Kit

Optional ADA Compliant Software

Roland’s Indoor Signage Display & Materials Starter Kit includes several sets of substrates
and assembled frames to produce finished ADA indoor signs. The optional package
also comes with a handsome, showroom display with multiple, professionally finished
indoor/ADA samples. Ideal for showing customers your wide range of offerings!

Optional Raster TM Braille Pen Starter Kit
Provided by Accent Signage Systems, this patented Raster Pen Starter Kit is the fastest and
easiest way to create fully compliant Braille signage. In addition to the license to use the
Raster Braille method, the kit includes cutters to drill the raster Braille patterns and to cut
the appliqué material used for the pictograms. You also get an easy-to-use RasterTM Pen for
inserting the Rasters into the sign and sample Rasters, as well as a comprehensive manual
and CD loaded with regulations, specifications and tutorials.

Special Training Available
Optional Display

In today’s competitive environment, expertise is more important than ever. Roland
University’s state-of-the-art training workshops, presentations and bookstore teach valuable
skills that can help your business thrive. Professionals like you have depended on Roland
University to reach their goals since 1999.
When you attend a Roland University workshop, you get hands-on training on the latest sign
making technologies from cutting vinyl to engraving ADA signs. Located at Roland ASD in
Lake Forest CA, the workshops teach new workflows and applications that help you increase
profits and expand your business. You will even get hands-on product demonstrations.

Optional RasterTM Braille Pen Kit
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